
Remote education provision: information for parents  

This information is intended to provide clarity and transparency to pupils and parents or 

carers about what to expect from remote education where national or local restrictions 

require entire cohorts (or bubbles) to remain at home.  

For details of what to expect where individual pupils are self-isolating, please see the 

final section of this page. 

The remote curriculum: what is taught to pupils at home 

A pupil’s first day or two of being educated remotely might look different from our 

standard approach, while we take all necessary actions to prepare for a longer period of 

remote teaching. 

What should my child expect from immediate remote education in the first day or 
two of pupils being sent home? 

 

Following the first few days of remote education, will my child be taught broadly 
the same curriculum as they would if they were in school? 

 

 

 

From the start of a national lockdown all students will be set individual lessons for 

each class that they are due to have that day (if they were to remain in school). This 

work will be set on Show My Homework or Microsoft Teams.   

If work is set on Microsoft Teams an additional notification on Show My Homework 

will also be set so parents can identify this, as parents only have access to Show My 

Homework. 

All students will follow the same curriculum that they would have studied, for each 

subject, had school remained open. 

Provision will be made when school reopens to revisit these areas of the curriculum 

so please do not worry if a student does not complete every single piece of work that 

has been set.  All we ask is that they attempt each lesson. 
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Remote teaching and study time each day 

How long can I expect work set by the school to take my child each day? 

We expect that remote education (including remote teaching and independent work) will 

take pupils broadly the following number of hours each day: 

Key Stage 3 and 4 Each student is expected to follow 

their usual school timetable.  This can 

be found on the SIMS Parent App. 

Each lesson will last approximately 1 

hour. 

A student is not expected to spend 

more than an hour on any individual 

lesson, even if they have not 

completed all the tasks set. 

 

Accessing remote education 

How will my child access any online remote education you are providing? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All work will be set on either Show My Homework or Microsoft Teams. 

If work is set on Microsoft Teams an additional notification will be set on Show My 

Homework so parents can identify this as parents only have access to Show My 

Homework. 
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If my child does not have digital or online access at home, how will you support 
them to access remote education? 

We recognise that some pupils may not have suitable online access at home. We take 

the following approaches to support those pupils to access remote education: 

 

 

 

 

 

If a student does not have access to ICT facilities you may contact the school to see if 

we are able to provide these. 

We have limited resources and will prioritise those students that are deemed 

disadvantaged first. 

If you have issues accessing ICT facilities or the internet then please contact the 

school via the following email address 

admin@oakwood.surrey.sch.uk 

The following member of staff will be coordinating the aspects below so please mark 

your email with their name and they will respond to you with further details of how we 

can as a school help you address this; 

• The issuing of laptops for disadvantaged students (Ms Rushton) 

• Poor internet access (Ms Rushton) 

• Requiring hard copies of work (Mr Gladstone) 

• Concerns with logging into Show My Homework or Microsoft Teams (ICT 

Support Department) 

If you require hard copies of work then they will be available to collect on a rolling 

fortnight basis.  The specific day for collection will be determined by when you have 

requested the work and you will be informed of this once your request has been 

processed (usually with 48 working hours of the request). 

When collecting your next parcel of hard copies of work you may drop in the work that 

has been completed for the previous fortnight for submission to teachers. 

 

mailto:admin@oakwood.surrey.sch.uk
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How will my child be taught remotely? 

We use a combination of the following approaches to teach pupils remotely: 

 

• Oakwood School endeavours to ensure that every student can access the 
Remote Learning that is set. 

• We therefore take the approach that pre-recorded lessons are the best 
medium through which to deliver this, as a student can access these at any 
time if they are having issues sharing / accessing ICT facilities 

• The main approaches we use are; 

 

o PowerPoint presentations over which the teacher has produced a 
narration which explains the main concepts and skills that are being 
taught in that lesson. 

o The use of the Oak National Academy Video lessons.  The Oak 
National Academy is the government’s ratified library of video lessons 
and associated activities that was set up nationally in response to the 
first national lockdown in 2020. 

o Video demonstrations by the class teacher. 

o Interactive self-marking quizzes / tests. 

 

• In addition to this, individual subjects may use subject specific websites and 
Apps tailored towards their subject content, e.g; 

o MathsWatch 

o Kerboodle 

o Tassomai 

• Neither of the two lists above are exhaustive but just provide examples of the 
techniques we employ. 
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Engagement and feedback 

What are your expectations for my child’s engagement and the support that we as 
parents and carers should provide at home? 

 

• We expect all students to follow their school timetable daily and attempt each 
lesson. 

• We do not expect every student to complete every task that has been set.  The 
tasks set are to cover the range of abilities within that class.  The student is 
expected to select the task that is most appropriate to their ability. 

• We ask that parents try to assist the students by checking that they understand 
what lessons they have that day and they can find the associated tasks on 
either Show My Homework and / or Microsoft Teams. 

• Wherever possible we ask that parents try to provide a quiet area for the 
student to complete their work, to help avoid distractions.  We do however 
appreciate that this may not always be possible. 

• We do not expect parents to supervise students all day and take on the role of 
a teacher.  This can be very challenging for the parent especially if they are 
having to work from home and / or have other children that are accessing 
Remote Learning.  We would like to relieve as much stress as possible from 
parents at this very difficult time for you all. 
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How will you check whether my child is engaging with their work and how will I be 
informed if there are concerns? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Teachers will weekly check the engagement of the students in the tasks that 
have been set.  Show My Homework will log whether a student has accessed 
the lesson, although it does not automatically identify how much time has been 
spent on the lesson / how much work has been completed. 

• If a student has not accessed any aspect of Show My Homework the form tutor 
will contact home and inform the parents by telephone.  During this call the 
form tutor will identify if there are any barriers that are inhibiting the student 
from accessing the work and will inform the appropriate person in the school to 
see if we can help address this. 

• If a student is still not accessing the work after this initial contact, class 
teachers will contact students individually if they have yet to access the 
learning for specific subject. 

• Both of these contacts may be by parent email or telephone call.  As most of 
our teachers teach in excess of 250 students each, such contact may not be 
immediate. 
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How will you assess my child’s work and progress? 

Feedback can take many forms and may not always mean extensive written comments 

for individual children. For example, whole-class feedback or quizzes marked 

automatically via digital platforms are also valid and effective methods, amongst many 

others. Our approach to feeding back on pupil work is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• During the period of Remote Learning Oakwood School will adopt the 
Assessment for Learning processes and timelines that we would have if all 
students were in school. 

• This outlines that every 8-9 lessons, students will have a formally assessed 
piece of work which the teacher will mark. 

• Once this work has been assessed the teacher will send a notification to the 
student using Show My Homework highlighting one area that the student 
understood well and another which is an area for development, along with a 
technique in how to address this. 

• Although some students may wish to submit other work in between these 
assessment points, the teacher may only send a notification to acknowledge 
that the work has been received and the student may not receive individual 
personalised feedback on this work. 

• Students will be awarded Reward Points for work they have submitted. 

• The processes outlined above are in addition to any instantaneous feedback 
that students may receive when using one of the subject specific Apps outlined 
earlier in this document. 

• The above processes are also applicable to those students that are submitting 
hard copies of work on a fortnightly basis as outlined above.  
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Additional support for pupils with particular needs 

How will you work with me to help my child who needs additional support from 
adults at home to access remote education? 

We recognise that some pupils, for example some pupils with special educational needs 

and disabilities (SEND), may not be able to access remote education without support 

from adults at home. We acknowledge the difficulties this may place on families, and we 

will work with parents and carers to support those pupils in the following ways: 

 

Remote education for self-isolating pupils 

Where individual pupils need to self-isolate but the majority of their peer group remains in 

school, how remote education is provided will likely differ from the approach for whole 

groups. This is due to the challenges of teaching pupils both at home and in school. 

If my child is not in school because they are self-isolating, how will their remote 
education differ from the approaches described above?  

 

• We will ensure that all students that have an EHCP are offered a full time place 
in school during lockdown. 

• Key staff will liaise with specific SEND families on a weekly basis regarding 
progress of work and student well-being. For some students Team calls for 
therapies and Well Being meetings are used.  

• We will provide differentiated resources focusing on key vocabulary, visual 
representation and purpose of work. 

• Different strategies are employed to take the pressure of the SEND student by 
targeting particular aspects of the curriculum.  For example for some students 
there may be a focus on core subjects work only, for a period of time. 

• For some SEND students the setting of routines and rewards for effort and 
attainment are used to help organise the student. 

• We encourage the use of technology for some students such as screen 
readers dictation software, touch typing. 

•  

• If a student is self-isolating due to a positive Covid 19 test we expect them to 
follow the same procedures as other students, unless they are too unwell to.   

• If a student does have a positive Covid 19 test result can parents please inform 
the school as soon as possible. 

 


